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PROGRAMMA DI INGLESE SVOLTO
CLASSE 1H

Libro di testo: Focus ahead pre-intermediate

Contenutisvolti:

UNIT 1: Personality
Vocabulary: personality adjectives, adjective antonyms, negative prefixes, adjective + preposition
Grammar: present tenses – question forms, subject and object questions, wh-questions ending with prepositions, verb + ing form or verb + to infinitive, clothes
Listening: voluntary work, word stress (personality adjectives)
Reading: teenage stereotypes
Literature and culture focus: *If* by R. Kipling

UNIT 2: Invention
Vocabulary: technology and science, computers, compound nouns, collocation, phrasal verbs
Grammar: past continuous, past simple, used to
Listening: becoming a scientist, word stress (science and scientists)
Reading: space travel
Literature and culture focus: *Reason from I, Robot* by I. Asimov

UNIT 3: The Arts
Vocabulary: the arts and media, types of books and writers, films, music
Grammar: present perfect with *just, already, (not) yet*, past simple, comparative and superlative adjectives, *too* and *enough*
Listening: a street artist, word stress (countries and nationalities)
Reading: film description and reviews
Literature and culture focus: A Walk through Art and Time

UNIT 4: Living
Vocabulary: houses and homes, describing houses, things inside and outside a house, phrases with *make* and *do*,
Grammar: present perfect with *for and since*, present continuous, *be going to* and *will*
Listening: teenagers’ rooms, long vowel sounds
Reading: place to visit
Literature and culture focus: Buildings tell stories

UNIT 5: School
Vocabulary: education, phrasal verbs, phrases with *get*
Grammar: first conditional, relative clauses
Listening: exams, getting into university, numbers
Reading: charity schools
Literature and culture focus: *Stick to Facts Sir! From Hard Times* by C. Dickens

UNIT 6: Working life
Vocabulary: jobs and work, term and conditions, work + prepositions, collocations, confusing words – job vs work
Grammar: second conditional, modal verbs for obligation and permission
Listening: becoming an airline pilot, word stress (jobs)
Reading: a man who lived without money
Literature and culture focus: *Child Labour* from Specimen Days by M. Cunningham

Dal testo di grammatica: Mastering Grammar

Unit 1: essential elements
Unit 2: the present
Unit 3: prepositions
Unit 4: quantifiers
Unit 5: the past
Unit 9: the future
Unit 11: zero, first, second conditional
Unit 12: be/get used to
Vocabulary: daily life, people, work

I rappresentanti
L’insegnante
Compiti per le vacanze

Classe 1H
INGLESE
Prof. BENNARDO

Lettura del testo: The Time Machine by Wells
Training for successful INVALSI: listening comprehension, fino ad unità 5
Reading comprehension, fino ad unità 5
Language in use, fino ad unità 5

Focus ahead pre-intermediate: unit 7 -8

Per chi avesse il debito, l’orale verterà sui testi delle unità di Focus ahead pre-intermediate (Literature and culture focus); lo scritto sarà un compito sulle strutture grammaticali elencate in programma e svolte durante l’anno.
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